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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS BOOK IS FROM THE
LINKS & OTHER PAGES OF WWW.OURCONSTITUTION.INFO
We have been asked by many of you to provide links to information you may be
interested in, including regarding issues of concern for Our Country.
A CONTENT OUTLINE follows these brief introductory passages.
Thank you again for your interest in our site and concern for America!!

***
WARNING FOR ALL STUDENTS, AND EVERYONE: OUR INSTITUTIONS
OF HIGHER EDUCATION ARE BASTIONS OF KNOWLEDGE AND NEW
IDEAS, ENCOMPASSING, AMONG MANY OTHER IDEALS, CONCERN
FOR HUMANITY, COMPASSION, THOUGHTFUL DISCOURSE,
CURIOSITY, FREEDOM OF SPEECH, AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION.
THAT SHOULD NEVER CHANGE. BE SURE THAT THOSE WHOM YOU
DEAL WITH IN ACADEMIA, AND LIFE, AGREE WITH, AND UPHOLD,
THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OUR CONSTITUTION ENSURES. IF
NOT, EVEN AMERICA WILL EVISCERATE TO THE DEEPEST LEVELS
OF BEHAVIOR IMAGINABLE & BEYOND... BE VERY CAREFUL... WE
KNOW OF PEOPLE WITH AUTHORITY OVER OTHERS, FROM
VARYING INSTITUTIONS AND PROFESSIONS, WHO HAVE
DELIBERATELY ACTED CONTRARY TO THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLES OF OUR CONSTITUTION... WE HAVE BEGUN THAT
STEEP AND TREACHEROUS DESCENT.

***
Demand Reform of the "Apparato di Intelligence" NOW
Back to HUMANITY... Back to our FOUNDATION...
Back to OUR CONSTITUTION

We know there are ethical, honest, and dedicated workers in our Intel & Law Enforcement Agencies - Our
concerns are not with them.
Please also know that George Washington did NOT want ANY political parties - see OUR BROKEN
POLITICAL SYSTEM below. That antagonism and divisiveness wastes a lot of time, $$, & is a false
dichotomy-polytomy - our goals are more similar than not.
We deserve a much more productive political system.

*
https://consortiumnews.com/2013/12/22/trumans-true-warning-on-the-cia/
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/04/harry_truman_and_the_deep state.html
Truman: "...those fellows in the CIA don't just report on wars and the like, they go out and
make up their own, there's nobody to keep track of what they're up to. They spend billions
of dollars on stirring up trouble so they'll have something to report on. They've
become...it's become a government all of its own and all secret. They don't have to account
to anybody. That's a very dangerous thing in a democratic society...it's got to be put a stop
to. The people have got a right to know what those birds are up to."

*
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/11/us/politics/11secrets.html on ex-CIA
Kevin Shipp
https://www.activistpost.com/2017/09/high-ranking-cia-whistleblower-deepstate-shadow-government.html?
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/new-cia-agent-whistleblower-risks-all-toexpose-the-shadow-government/
"Kevin Shipp (author of "From The Company Of Shadows") was a decorated
CIA officer who refused to look the other way in regard to government
criminality and cover-up ... a shocking and compelling presentation ... total
persecution of anyone who dares to tell the truth about rampant government
tyranny ...The paradigm we have all known has been built on deception and the
dark agendas of the global power structure. The courage Kevin Shipp has

shown by doing his best to expose government criminality and tyranny serves as
a stellar example to us all."

*
http://readersupportednews.org/opinion2/277-75/46333-focus-i-was-in-a
motorcycle-accident-at-first-i-thought-it-was-my-fault
John Kiriakou - ex CIA torture/black site whistleblower: "...And that leads to
a far more important issue than John Kiriakou’s traffic accident. Where is the
accountability for the Deep State? When Congress does not exercise its
constitutionally-mandated oversight, who is responsible for protecting
Americans from their government? To whom do those secretive governmental
agencies report, if not to Congress?"
http://readersupportednews.org/opinion2/277-75/41433-i-have-come-to-theconclusion-the-country-does-not-need-acia // https://www.fff.org/2018/04/18/abolish-fbi-americas-kgb/
(See more FBI / OTHER CIA below / More Kiriakou, Radack, Ellsberg,
Stockwell text/videos)

*
http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/356601-petraeus-we-inuniform-protect-the-rights-of-others-to
"David Petraeus on Sunday pushed back on White House press secretary Sarah
Huckabee Sanders's comments, saying the military 'fiercely' defends the rights of
Americans to express themselves. 'I think we’re all fair game,' Petraeus, a retired
U.S. Army general and former CIA director, told ABC's Martha Raddatz on 'This
Week.' 'We, in uniform, protect the rights of those to criticize us, frankly,' he
continued. Sanders said last Friday that it would be 'highly inappropriate' to
question chief of staff John Kelly's criticism of a Florida congresswoman."

*
http://nypost.com/2017/01/11/schumer-predicted-intelligence-officials-wouldget-back-at-trump/ “ 'Let me tell you, you take on the intelligence community,
they have six ways from Sunday to get back at you.'...Asked what intel officials
could do to Trump, Schumer said, 'I don’t know...they are very upset with how he
has treated them and talked about them.' Schumer was referring to Trump ...
questioning the legitimacy of the Russian hacking probe."
Ed note: So, Senator Schumer, WHAT ARE YOU & CONGRESS GOING TO DO ABOUT THIS? A
ROLE OF THE INTELLIGENCE APPARATUS IS NOT TO ANTAGONIZE, RETALIATE, OR
"GET BACK AT YOU", BUT RATHER TO UPHOLD THE CONSTITUTION, RIGHTS, &
SAFETY OF AMERICANS. THESE AGENCIES SERVE AT THE BEHEST OF THE PEOPLE -- AS
LONG AS ANY OF THESE AGENCIES CONTINUE TO EXIST, WE DEMAND THAT THEY HAVE
RIGOROUS CIVILIAN OVERSIGHT AND FOLLOW THE LAW.

***
PRESIDENT DWIGHT EISENHOWER - FAREWELL ADDRESS
JANUARY 17, 1961
(See full text under OUR HISTORY & DRONE STRIKES)
"... we yet realize that America's leadership and prestige depend, not merely
upon our unmatched material progress, riches and military strength, but on how
we use our power in the interests of world peace and human betterment.
... Throughout America's adventure in free government, our basic purposes have
been to keep the peace; to foster progress in human achievement, and to
enhance liberty, dignity and integrity among people and among nations.
... Our military organization today bears little relation to that known by any of my
predecessors in peacetime, or indeed by the fighting men of World War II or
Korea.

...In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of
unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the militaryindustrial
complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will
persist.
... We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or
democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and
knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial
and military machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that
security and liberty may prosper together.
... Down the long lane of the history yet to be written America knows that this
world of ours, ever growing smaller, must avoid becoming a community of
dreadful fear and hate, and be instead, a proud confederation of mutual trust and
respect.
... Such a confederation must be one of equals. The weakest must come to the
conference table with the same confidence as do we, protected as we are by our
moral, economic, and military strength. That table, though scarred by many past
frustrations, cannot be abandoned for the certain agony of the battlefield.
...Disarmament, with mutual honor and confidence, is a continuing imperative.
Together we must learn how to compose differences, not with arms, but with
intellect and decent purpose..."
CONTENT HEADERS - BOLD RED CAPS - IN ORDER OF
PRESENTATION
EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLINGS US // FLORIDA // FWS // UM / MDC /
CIA/FBI // SAEK

Students Against Extrajudicial Killings - www.SAEK.info
For the SAKE OF HUMANITY
(SAKE.INFO HOUSED AT OURCONSTITUTION.INFO)

2.5.17 Bill O'Reilly interviews President Trump about Putin
O:You talked to Putin last week. You had a busy week last week.
T:A pretty busy week. Busy week and a half.
O:Do you respect Putin?
T:I do respect him.
O:Do you? Why?
T:Well, I respect a lot of people. But that doesn't mean I'm gonna get along with
them. He's a leader of his country, I say its better to get along with Russia than
not, and if Russia helps us in the fight against ISIS, which is a major fight, and
Islamic terrorism all over the world,
O:Right.
T:Major fight. That's a good thing. Will I get along with him? I have no idea. Its
very possible I won't.
O:He's a killer though. Putin's a killer.
T:There's a lot of killers. We got a lot of killers. Well, you think our country's
so innocent? Do you think our country's so innocent?
O:I don't know of any government leaders that are killers.
T:Well...take a look at what we've done to - made a lot of mistakes. I've been
against the war in Iraq from the beginning
O:Yeah, but mistakes are different than
T:Made a lot of mistakes, ok, but a lot of people were killed, so
O:Alright.
T:A lot of killers around, believe me.
O:Let's talk about Mexico.
*
THE STATE OF FLORIDA - ABUSE OF POWER BEYOND UNCONSTITUTIONAL - SAEK.info
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI "MEDICAL-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX"
CIA's MK ULTRA ALIVE AND WELL?
***See Stockwell links below, under OTHER/CIA/MK ULTRA: "Supposedly it was stopped except it was
such a broad program that there was never any one bill that said stop this ... not one person was punished,
lost a paycheck, or was censored ... or fired, much less jailed ... for experimentation on American citizens
with disease and drugs"
***See Medical Procedure Recording related links below

***https://www.ciaagentedu.org/florida/ : "While much of the CIA’s history in Florida remains shrouded in
secrecy, the JMWAVE operations station of the 1960s grew to such a size that the CIA became one of the
largest employers in Miami. Its base at the University of Miami became the world’s largest CIA station in
the late 1960s with the exception of the agency’s headquarters in Langley."
***https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csistudies/studies/vol49no4/Officers_in_Residence_3.htm "... For the fall of 2005, 10 universities were listed
as potential host institutions, but only three were chosen by successful OIR applicants: Georgetown (the only
university to have continuous representation), The University of Miami, and the University of Georgia. The
three new OIRs join seven others completing their tours—at Arizona, Georgia Tech, Indiana, John Jay
College of Criminal Justice, Kentucky, MIT, and Texas A&M ..."
Ed note: Please see below for information about unconstitutional and illicit activities of the Intelligence
Apparatus including the CIA/MK ULTRA, FBI, and NSA. We feel the purpose, mandate, and behaviors of
these agencies should be reevaluated, and, if they continue to exist, that they have rigorous civilian
oversight, operate conservatively within the bounds of Our Constitution and Laws, and aside from
coursework in related matters and general job fairs, are absent from our educational institutions. Per its
mandate, the CIA should not be operating in the US, and is now, and has been, illegally doing so.

Please note that much documentation has been submitted to the following
overseeing organizations (among others) and is available for viewing to those
concerned: OIG: State HHS & FWS, Federal HHS; The Florida Bar; The Joint Commission;
DOJ; City of Miami Police; FLBOG; FLCRC; FL: Supreme Court, Governor, Atty General;
Palm/Boynton Beach City, County Attys

WHISTLEBLOWER // ESPIONAGE ACT // RETALIATION // TORTURE
Links here to documentary film SILENCED

DRONE STRIKES // WHISTLEBLOWER RETALIATION //
OTHER/CIA/MK ULTRA*
*See John Stockwell video/print, Skolnick's Report links here

ACTS OF CONSCIOUS // TORTURED PAST / EDWIN BLACK // DEEP
STATE**
**Bill Moyers interviews Mike Lofgren, a congressional staff member for 28 years

WHISTLEBLOWER // GENERAL INFO // FBI / RETALIATION
PRIVACY // CIVIL LIBERTIES // EDWARD SNOWDEN***
***See Snowden debate here. 01:07:06: Daniel Ellsberg: "I want to make one last point here. Russell
Tice -- well, first Thomas Drake has said -- the one I'm talking about -- has said the secret they're trying to
hold onto desperately is to talk about metadata and not reveal how much content they are already
recording. And Russell Tice has said, I, in the NSA, had phone records of Justice Alito, of journalists'
sources, of Congress people, including Feinstein and her staff and a great deal of content. Now, maybe
he's wrong -- maybe he's wrong, but he has asked to testify under oath to Congress. And not one
committee has asked one of them to testify because they don't want to know."
https://www.amazon.com/Doomsday-Machine-Confessions-NuclearPlanner/dp/1608196704/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1507495568&sr=81&keywords=doomsday+machine by Daniel Ellsberg

SOCIETAL DISPARITIES
CRIMINAL JUSTICE // HUMANITY VS HATE //
DISPARITY/INNOCENCE
OUR BROKEN POLITICAL SYSTEM
GUN VIOLENCE // COMPARING LAWS / CULTURES // MILITARY
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/10/04/opinion/thoughts-prayers-nra-funding-senators.html
"...top 10 career recipients of N.R.A. funding – through donations or spending to benefit the candidate –
among both current House and Senate members, along with their statements about the Las Vegas massacre.
These representatives have a lot to say about it. All the while, they refuse to do anything to avoid the next
massacre."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txq_5HFbUvg (GPS 10.8.17 video; Timeline below)
FAREED ZAKARIA GPS 10.8.17 - STOP THE MADNESS - 'VEGAS 10.1'
Overview // Statistics/Comparisons - Higher numbers of guns correlate with higher rates of gun deaths CDC prohibited by law from doing any research on gun violence and public policy for past 20 years
5:13 Panel Discussion - What if Vegas shooter Muslim - Gun laws looser after mass shootings - Guns are
dangerous ... ownership a privilege (not everyone should be allowed to have a gun) ... not an automatic right culture change needed that guns are dangerous to have in homes

18:11 The Second Amendment History & Meaning - Akhil Reed Amar - Constitutional Scholar
Supreme Court has ruled that people have a right to have a gun in their home for self-protection. We need
reasonable regulation - We have a different understanding of the Bill of Rights than the Founders did
24:40 Former Australia Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer -'Vegas 10.1' – “Over 50 people cut down,
over 500 wounded: YOU JUST CANNOT DO NOTHING IN THAT CIRCUMSTANCE - THERE WILL
BE ... IN A SENSE, A BELIEF THAT THE BEST DAYS OF THE US ARE GONE... APPROACHING
DISFUNCTIONALITY AND A DEMOCRACY DEFICIT OF THE WORSE KIND” - What conservative
Australia did to decrease gun violence after mass shooting in 1996 // settler society // gun culture - took the
arguments to the public square and won - proper role for guns for the farmers - drained the suburbs and towns
of semi and automatic weapons 30:55 Japan - CLOSE TO ZERO GUN DEATHS - DIFFICULT TO
LEGALLY OWN - STIFF PENALTIES

ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
MEDICAL // WHISTLEBLOWER // PROCEDURE RECORDING
DEMAND: Patients have a right to recorded and otherwise completely transparent procedures when it is
possible for harmful agents to be maliciously administered - includes non-surgical, routine

JOURNALISM // SAFETY / CONFIDENTIALITY / FOIA / FREE
PRESS/SPEECH
OUR HISTORY / IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS / DISCUSSION
See links to Peter Janney's Mary's Mosaic - Mary Meyer, JFK, and the CIA

BOOKS
PETITIONS
See links to: change.org - Ban drone sales to the public

- eff.org - Reform the Espionage Act

REALLY??? DANGERS OF UNFETTERED INNOVATIONS

WHISTLEBLOWER // ESPIONAGE ACT // RETALIATION // TORTURE
Thirteen Americans have been charged under the Espionage Act of 1917. Eight of them
were charged under President Obama, including Thomas Drake and John Kiriakou, who

are featured in the film Silenced. Drake is a former senior NSA official who complained
of huge amounts of financial waste and abuse and Kiriakou is an ex-CIA officer who
reported the use of waterboarding during interrogation. Jesselyn Radack has been legal
counsel to both men and as a Justice Department lawyer challenged the Bush
Administration’s treatment of John Walker Lindh.

DRONE STRIKES // WHISTLEBLOWER RETALIATION //
OTHER/CIA/MK ULTRA
Sign PETITION - Ban drone sales to the public

https://www.c-span.org/video/?312317-1/senate-committee-examines-legality-usdrone-strikes
These excerpts are from the uncorrected CSPAN Closed Captioned transcripts at
the above link. Please listen to the recordings for exact remarks:
Rosa Brooks (19:48): "... THE U.S. USE OF TARGETED KILLING POLICY
AS CURRENTLY UNDERSTOOD APPEARS TO BOTH CHALLENGE THE
LEGAL FRAMEWORKS THAT EXIST AND POTENTIALLY DANGEROUSLY
UNDERMINE THE RULE OF LAW ... I THINK WHAT IT COMES DOWN TO,
SENATORS, IS THAT RIGHT NOW WE HAVE EXECUTIVE BRANCH
MAKING A CLAIM IT HAS THE RIGHT TO KILL ANYONE, ANYWHERE
ON EARTH, AT ANY TIME, FOR SECRET REASONS BASED ON SECRET
EVIDENCE IN A SECRET PROCESS UNDERTAKEN BY UNIDENTIFIED
OFFICIALS. THAT FRIGHTENS ME..."

ACTS OF CONSCIOUS // TORTURED PAST / EDWIN BLACK // DEEP
STATE
Hans Scholl, Sophie Scholl and Christoph Probst (pictured at page top, left to
right, in 1942) resisted the Nazis as members of the White Rose, a secret student
group. (DenkStatte WeiBe Rose)
FOR THEIR COURAGE, THEY MADE THE ULTIMATE SACRIFICE

PRIVACY // CIVIL LIBERTIES // EDWARD SNOWDEN
**http://www.intelligencesquaredus.org/debates/snowden-was-justified (Debaters Ellsberg,
McCarthy, Wizner, Woolsey) (Link here to text or see/hear all content at link just above.)

Ben Wizner 00:16:06: "Wyden had asked, did the NSA collect any type of data on
millions or hundreds of millions of Americans? Clapper's answer was, 'No, sir.'
Now, this brazen falsehood is most often described as Clapper's lie to Congress,
but that's not what it was. Wyden knew that Clapper was lying. Only we didn't
know. And Congress lacked the courage to correct the record -- allowed us to be
deceived by the Director of National Intelligence."
Daniel Ellsberg 01:14:06: "What I'm saying is that this sort of thing can't be
decided by you or me or by the press, it has to be decided by intelligence
committees in a court that have an entirely different technical capability and
backup and access -- technical access to NSA programs that does not exist now.
And I've been trying to give one specific example of that, when Russell Tice has
said numerous times and in public that he had evidence, personal knowledge, of
targeting of every member of the Armed Service Committee, every member of
the Intelligence Committee, including Feinstein, her staff, and home, prepared to
testify that under oath -- when he said that he wanted to testify, NSA immediately
sent him a letter, which I've seen, saying, 'You are --' this is to the Armed Services
Committee, your old committee -- and he said, 'I want to testify to Armed
Services.' And they said, 'We remind you of your oath under NSA, the Armed
Services Committee --' and they didn't distinguish between staff and members -'the Armed Services Committee is not cleared for that information.' ... This is an
absolutely broken system."
SOCIETAL DISPARITIES
Wouldn't it be great to have our political representatives demand that the tobacco, alcohol, and sugar
industries, and/or those consumers, pay not only for the products, but the actual cost to society as
well? That would include healthcare costs associated with all the diseases these products cause. Some of
these are cancers, diabetes, COPD, emphysema, and cirrhosis, etc. That might cause the price of a pack of
cigarettes and a bottle of alcohol to be hundreds of dollars (or more), so likely the manufacturer would
have to be responsible (!!). Non-users of these products should NOT be paying increased healthcare costs
and insurance prices due, no doubt, in large part to the very serious health effects from these
products. Also, as we all know, our healthcare system is at the breaking point. Many people do not even

have insurance -- and everyone should!!! This cost to society should be going elsewhere -- helping fund
education and healthcare for all would be important goals. Healthy food and life-styles should be
available and affordable for all ... and the bad stuff more costly!!

CRIMINAL JUSTICE // HUMANITY VS HATE //
DISPARITY/INNOCENCE
See also articles on the militarization of America under DRONE STRIKES (listed third

above) and GUN VIOLENCE below
"The degree of civilization in a society can be judged by entering its prisons."
attributed to Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky
PEOPLE IN POSITIONS OF AUTHORITY OVER ANY OTHER HUMAN
BEING, PARTICULARLY INVOLVING CIVIL LIBERTIES, NEED
TO HAVE AN INHERENT, OR AT LEAST A DEVELOPED SENSE OF
ETHICS... THIS LACK OF THOUGHTFULNESS AND HUMANITY IS
PERHAPS OUR GREATEST IMPEDIMENT TO BEING A TRULY
PRODUCTIVE SOCIETY AND LEADER OF PEACE IN THE WORLD -THESE ARE THE VALUES OUR CONSTITUTION STANDS FOR -NOTHING LESS... ELLSBERG QUOTED ABOVE (SNOWDEN), "THIS
IS AN ABSOLUTELY BROKEN SYSTEM".. SEE ALSO ABOVE,
ABERRANT CULTURES OF OUR HIGHEST INTELLIGENCE/LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES -- CIA, NSA, FBI... IT IS NO WONDER WE
HAVE SUCH BRUTALITY IN OUR REGIONAL AND LOCAL
CRIMINAL "JUSTICE" SYSTEM -- THIS ENTIRE "SYSTEM" MUST
BE GUIDED AWAY FROM ANTAGONISM, SECRECY, BIAS, AND
BRUTALITY IF WE ARE TO LIVE UNDER THE US CONSTITUTION
AND REGAIN OUR STATUS AS AN INSPIRATION & TRUE BEACON
OF HOPE FOR THE WORLD
http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/video-shows-us-border-officers-tellingmexican-teen-to-drink-the-liquid-meth-that-killed-him/arAAp1uf3?li=BBnb7Kz "...agency’s Office of Professional Responsibility
investigated the incident and 'determined that no further action was warranted
and the officers involved were not disciplined.' ...complaint alleged violations of
constitutional rights, including the right to not be subjected to punishment

without due process. It also accused government officials of not adequately
training border officers. Tolles said there was no misconduct on his client’s part
'that would’ve risen to the level of denial of due process. There is no violation of
any clearly established constitutional right,' he said.... Acevedo wasn’t a U.S.
citizen and had no connections with the United States that entitled him to any
constitutional rights.
OUR BROKEN POLITICAL SYSTEM
"...However combinations or associations of the above description [includes 'will
of a party', 'projects of faction'] may now and then answer popular ends, they
are likely in the course of time and things, to become potent engines, by which
cunning, ambitious, and unprincipled men will be enabled to subvert the power of
the people and to usurp for themselves the reins of government, destroying
afterwards the very engines which have lifted them to unjust dominion..."
President George Washington
Farewell Address | Saturday, September 17, 1796
JOURNALISM // SAFETY / CONFIDENTIALITY / FOIA / FREE
PRESS/SPEECH
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/about-us/about-danny/ "The world has come to
know Daniel Pearl as the Wall Street Journal reporter who was kidnapped and
murdered by terrorists in Pakistan in early 2002, just four months after 9/11.
People around the world, along with his pregnant wife and family, prayed for his
release. Since then, he has been remembered as a symbol of hope: a man who
built bridges between diverse cultures — as a writer and a gifted musician."
https://www.2livesfoundation.org/ Steven Sotloff was savagely murdered by a
member of ISIS on September 2, 2014. Felice Friedson, Steven’s editor at The
Media Line, called him “one of the most courageous, talented and insightful
journalists that I have met.” The 2LIVES Foundation is dedicated to the support
of journalists by providing scholarships for journalism students, implementing
global safety best practices for journalists working in conflict-torn regions of the
world, and promoting policy changes in U.S. and worldwide hostage laws.

https://www.jamesfoleyfoundation.org/ By becoming a conflict journalist, Jim
was able to merge his interest in writing with his compassion for the poor,
disadvantaged, and suffering amid conflict. His life demonstrated an
uncompromising commitment to the freedom of the press and to advocacy for
basic human rights. The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria posted a video online
showing his murder August 19, 2014.
REALLY??? DANGERS OF UNFETTERED INNOVATIONS
Just because [a product] makes money doesn't make it a good thing for the future of America,
or the World. At this point we must also strongly consider potential risks, both internal and
external, and especially regarding the rise of technology and the sacrifice of liberty, in light of
Eisenhower's warning of an increasingly military-industrial society.

Excerpt from Common Sense - An Update For Our Times
"...In terms of capitalism, the innovations as a result of this system are incomparable.
However, we do not need to allow all products passing current requirements to be available
in the marketplace and indeed they should not be. For example, drones are a good resource
for science and other sanctioned uses. I see no beneficial reason for my neighbor, either next
door or three miles away, to have a drone for personal use. In fact, it seems voyeurism would
be the main reason for a regular citizen to have such a product that flies high and to such
distances. Moreover, our legal, widespread gun availability and abuse has led to the murders
of multitudes of men, women, and children. We do not even yet have control of that old,
deadly invention. It is unreasonable to blame general gun violence on the perpetrators; they
are not all of unsound mind and weren’t born with such a weapon. As we know, many times
guns are a weapon of convenience. Yes, there are also people out to do us harm. However, it
is undeniable that gun violence correlates with the amount and types of guns available. (If
there were no guns, there would be no gun violence.) Why should the even more, potentially,
deadly drone, be legal to the public?..." Judith Futerfas 8.14.16

Mission Statement
The Organization is nonprofit, nonpartisan, and promotes fidelity, respect, and
understanding of the United States Constitution by distributing copies of Our
Constitution and providing community outreach enabled by volunteers and donors.

Handing Out & Mailing Constitutions
Having Our Constitution in its original paper medium also reminds us further
of the dedication, toil, and sacrifices Our Founders made -- sacrifices made to
secure the freedoms and rights that are ours to this day. We must ensure
that these efforts, and the lives given and lost that were so crucial to this
struggle, are never forgotten; and that even as aspects of society continue to
change, the humanity strived for in Our Constitution must remain fundamental
to our actions and values and never be compromised.

Our Founding and Philosophy
Our Founder, Judith Futerfas, has become increasingly concerned about
events, both personal and widespread, that have transpired in our
Country. She was in Washington, D.C. over the 2016 Memorial Day weekend
and visited the Capitol as well as the Archives, and numerous other
memorials and museums. She describes the Memorial Day Parade as
glorious beyond words, with attendance of many thousands from near and
far ... The experience in Washington was "wonderful, educational, and most
inspiring". Judy was even motivated to write a letter to her local paper, The
Miami Herald, which was printed on July 6, 2016 titled, "Our History" (see
below). The letter was on the internet the day prior:
http://www.miamiherald.com/opinion/letters-to-theeditor/article87795072.html.
Article by Judith Futerfas from the Miami Herald, 7/5/16 "Our American
History":

“The televised Fourth of July celebration from Washington, D.C. brought back
wonderful memories of my time there during this past Memorial Day
weekend. The city was beautiful and the reverence for our country’s great
history was omnipresent and inspiring.
The U.S. Capitol, Lincoln Memorial, Ford’s Theater, and other superb
monuments should be experienced by everyone. Having been through
immeasurable hardships, it is clear that our founders realized they were
providing an overarching guidance that would hopefully see the country
successfully through future challenges. We owe much to their bravery,
insight, and determination.
In revisiting the thoughts and actions of Washington, Jefferson and Lincoln
and others, it seems to me that, as a society, we have deviated from their
most important qualities. People in positions of authority require the most
scrutiny and respect.
I think it is time to demand that all those given the privilege to oversee
others should work towards developing the insight, thoughtfulness and
ethics our forefathers strived for of themselves and in the Constitution and
Bill of Rights. In light of the heroic efforts that have transpired to ensure our
freedoms and rights, I hope it isn’t too much to ask that all people with such
authority are indeed worthy of it.”
To further elucidate the hope for this effort, our goals include, without political
affiliation, to increase public awareness that no one is permitted to be above the
law, nor will anyone be beneath the law. Moreover, to emphasize that our
Constitution specifically states, in Amendment V, that "No person shall be deprived of
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law..." Also, our Declaration of
Independence gives three examples of unalienable rights…"Life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness". Furthermore, a government is created to protect these rights and to
ensure that justice, including due process, proceeds ethically and with integrity -- blind
to outside influence, and weighed with fairness, objectivity, and impartiality -- equal
for all.

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence,
promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves
and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United
States of America.
AMENDMENT V OF OUR CONSTITUTION:
... no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of
law ...
THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE:
... unalienable rights that among these are Life, Liberty, and The Pursuit of
Happiness - That to Secure these Rights, Governments are instituted ...

Our Founding and Philosophy
OURCONSTITUTION.INFO
Judy feels that, as a society, we have veered far off-course from the law and
humanity conveyed by the Constitution, which our Founders worked and
sacrificed so much for. She hopes the efforts of The Organization will make a
difference to all those who read the Constitution and realize the determination,
dedication, vision, and integrity of our Founders. Her letter to the Miami Herald
specifically mentions concerns regarding people who have authority over
others. It is also beyond shameful, and clearly antithetical to our Founders'
vision, that there is such widespread hate, maliciousness, and often lethality
inflicted upon one another, randomly and otherwise ...
To further elucidate the hope for this effort, our goals include, without political
affiliation, to increase public awareness that no one is permitted to be above the
law, nor will anyone be beneath the law. Moreover, to emphasize that
our Constitution specifically states, in Amendment V, that "No person shall be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law..." Also,
our Declaration of Independence gives three examples of unalienable
rights…"Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness". Furthermore, a government
is created to protect these rights and to ensure that justice, including due process,
proceeds ethically and with integrity -- blind to outside influence, and weighed
with fairness, objectivity, and impartiality -- equal for all.

